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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Thermal Imagers Armasight.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41

        The user manual for the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Optics  -  Night & Thermal Vision  -  Thermal Imagers.
        


        Equipped with an uncooled 336x256 FLIR Tau 2 VOx microbolometer, the Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal Imaging Monocular from Armasight allows users to detect sources of invisible to naked eye long wavelength infrared light, from 7&microm to 14&microm, during day or night. For example, at night without help from visible illumination you will be able to detect running engines, hot wires, infrared lasers and lamps, live animals, humans, or other sources of heat. Additionally, because of different transmission properties of the infrared light compared to the visible light, this thermal imager will enable you to view your targets through smoke, fog, or dust. 

 You can view thermal profiles of your targets on a built-in AMOLED SVGA 060 color display or relay videos through a VGA video output port for viewing on an external monitor or for recording. The user-friendly menu allows you to choose between image filtering options and image processing functions that provide different color modes: White Hot, Black Hot, Rainbow, and Various Colors. Additionally, the included remote control allows for a wireless operation. 

 The aluminum alloy housing is durable, waterproof, and submersible to 66' for two hours. To provide a sure operation, all adjustment rings are knurled. You can also mount additional accessories on a short Picatinny or Weaver style rail located on the right side. Other construction details include a tethered protective objective lens cap and a rubber winged eye guard.        
      
	        
        If you own a Armasight thermal imagers and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41:
 	 Array Configuration 	 336x256 FLIR Tau 2 VOx detector 
	 Pixel Size 	 17 µm 
	 Refresh Rate 	 60 Hz 
	 Magnification 	 4-16x 
	 Lens System 	 50mm, f/1.4 
	 Minimum Focus Distance 	 16.4' (5 m) 
	 Display 	 800x600 AMOLED SVGA 060 color display 
	 Power Source 	 4 x CR-123A (3V) batteries
 4 x AA (1.5) batteries 
	 Runtime 	 6 hr 
	 Operating Temperature 	 -59 to 134°F (-51 to 57°C) 
	 Storage Temperature 	 -70 to 185°F (-57 to 85°C) 
	 Weatherproofing 	 Waterproof, submersible to 66' (20 m) for 2 hr max 
	 Dimensions 	 7.7 x 2.9 x 2.6" (197 х 76 х 68 mm) 
	 Weight 	 21 oz (600 g) 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new thermal imagers, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Armasight users keep a unique electronic library
        for Armasight thermal imagerss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the thermal imagers.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Armasight service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Armasight Prometheus Pro 336 4-16x50 Thermal TAT176MN5PPRO41. User manuals are also
        available on the Armasight website under Optics  -  Night & Thermal Vision  -  Thermal Imagers.
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